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When Black athletes protest, they’re doing emotional
labor
Activism isn’t a distraction from their work. It’s part of their work.

By Shaun J. Fletcher
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Before last Thursday’s NFL season opener, players from both teams, led by Kansas City Chiefs

quarterback Patrick Mahomes and Houston Texans quarterback Deshaun Watson, locked arms

at midfield in a league-sanctioned “moment of unity,” a show of solidarity with protesters who

have marched for justice and against police brutality. Though their demonstration didn’t take

place during the pregame playing of the national anthem — which, in the past, has drawn

contrived claims from fans about players’ lack of patriotic respect — they nonetheless drew a

round of boos from some fans in the socially distant crowd.

In her U.S. Open run that concluded Saturday, tennis champion Naomi Osaka wore a different

protective mask before each of her matches, bearing the names of Black men, women and

children who died in encounters with police or were killed by alleged racist violence.

These athletes make their living playing sports — scoring touchdowns or hitting winners — but

that’s not the only work they’re doing. They’re performing emotional labor that’s less-often

asked of athletes who aren’t of color, balancing the expectations of performing on the field with

the obligations of their activism — accepting the obligations, and the costs, of being more than

just sports heroes.

Long before LeBron James recast Fox News host Laura Ingraham’s “shut up and dribble”

rebuke into the “More Than an Athlete” mantra, Black athletes have embraced the duality of

their profession and their convictions. From the gathering at the Cleveland Summit in 1967 in

support of Muhammad Ali’s stand against serving in the Vietnam War to Mahmoud Abdul-

Rauf’s 1996 NBA national anthem boycott, Black athletes have consistently taken on the role —

the job — of leveraging their platforms in sports to fight injustice.

Understanding their influence, many Black athletes see this as a duty. Years ago, Abdul-Rauf

explained his view that as a religious person, “you can’t be for God and for oppression.” Looking

back, he says: “I stood on principles. To me, that is worth more than wealth and fame.”

But it’s still an added burden on top of the demands of being a high-profile competitor. And it’s

an obligation that, at times, runs counter to the demands of their employers, who often expect

Black athletes to appeal to the broadest possible audience, regardless of their obligations of

conscience. That decision doesn’t come without social and financial consequences: Abdul-

Rauf’s NBA career suffered. Eric Reid, who knelt for the anthem alongside San Francisco 49ers

teammate Colin Kaepernick in 2016, remained unsigned by any NFL team this week, even

though he’s still a defensive standout and despite league commissioner Roger Goodell saying in

August that he wishes pro football “had listened earlier” to their protest.

[It’s not enough for young black women to admire Serena. They need to emulate her will to

win.]

For others, it means mental exhaustion: In a recent interview, NBA Hall of Famer Charles

Barkley underscored Black athletes’ fatigue and stress: “White players — they’ve been amazing,

but they don’t live with the pressure that these young Black guys are going through every day. …

There is a double standard when you are Black, because I have to comment on everything that

happens in the Black community.”

He was describing emotional labor — the work on top of your work — which sociologist Arlie

Hochschild has defined as “work, for which you’re paid, which centrally involves trying to feel

the right feeling for the job” and “involves evoking and suppressing feelings.” It’s the

management of emotions to fit your occupation’s expectations, and in the context that Barkley

outlines, it’s the job of navigating the expectations of celebrity with the demands of social

consciousness.

Ingrained in many Black athletes is an understanding that they have a duty to stand on

principle, particularly if they’ve earned a platform. To them, speaking out is something they

must do. I never went pro, but as a Black collegiate athlete, I was quite aware of this obligation,

in part because of what had been instilled in me at a young age by my parents and elders — that

we live in a society that would require me to be twice as good to succeed in the face of persistent

racial discrimination. I was taught that my actions would reflect not only on me as an individual

but on other Black people, with my decisions potentially affecting how others were perceived

and affecting the opportunities they would have. It’s a heavy responsibility, but one I took

seriously and carried into my professional life.

For the highest-profile Black athletes, this responsibility can be a Catch-22.

They’re performing this emotional labor in the public eye, where their words and deeds are

routinely scrutinized, with their financial compensation contingent not only on winning but on

their marketability. Kaepernick’s football career suffered not only because of charges that he

was unpatriotic but because of the pernicious view that he owed fans his silence: When he

started kneeling for the anthem, he was called an “ungrateful millionaire” who should collect his

paycheck and keep quiet for his fans. But that’s missing the point — as Kaepernick said, because

“it would be selfish on my part to look the other way.”

[How the NFL watered down Colin Kaepernick's protest]

And it can go the other way. Michael Jordan was famously quoted in the early 1990s saying

“Republicans buy sneakers, too,” as an apparent shorthand for explaining why he wasn’t as

outspoken about racial and social issues as other athletes. He avoided the pushback that would

later hurt Kaepernick’s career, but it opened him to a different critique. His political

agnosticism was perceived as a dereliction of duty by many in the Black community, and the

charge dogged Jordan for years, including when basketball legend and activist Kareem Abdul-

Jabbar accusing Jordan of choosing “commerce over conscience.”

Even Osaka, who was applauded for her stand, showed the fatigue that Barkley conveyed,

responding to an interviewer’s “What was the message you wanted to send?” question with a

polite but exasperated volley: “Well, what was the message that you got?”

These Black athletes don’t see themselves as merely performers but as leaders with a duty to use

their celebrity to help others, even if that’s not something written into their contracts. They

accept this responsibility, aware of the resistance they’ll get from booing fans or disapproving

team owners. So, acceptance notwithstanding, let’s be clear about what this is — added work,

added pressure and added risk to career. It’s not a distraction, misplaced politics or an

expression of ungratefulness. While it is emotional labor freely taken, it’s a weight nonetheless.

These athletes don’t acquiesce to “shut up and dribble,” because they know that racial- and

social-justice work is too important, that the consequences of inaction are too great, and

because so many feel that activism is part of their job.
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Just shut up and play. We don't care about your politics.
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Interesting article, but I don't think the public is buying into the Athlete/Protest thing.  Ratings are down

in basketball and football.  The only game that got an improved rating the first weekend of the NFL was

the one featuring two, old, white QB's heading for the Hall of Fame.  I think fans want to keep politics

separate from their beer drinking time watching fat guys getting knocked on their collective asses.  
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Speaking for the black athlete (to the white fan): 

We don't care what you think. You're beneath us. You keep threatening us that you won't watch, but it

never pans out. Enough of you watch for us to keep playing and getting paid. So to those who stopped

watching, joke's on you Jack. Enjoy you're Hallmark Channel Special while we do what we do. Oh, and we

banged your girl before she married you. That's why she loves Fantasy. Bye suckaz!!!
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Protest in your sport some people say yay some say nay. 

I watch sports to get away from the drama.  So I say nay by not watching. 

Your rights and mine. 

FYI I protest by getting involved in my local schools with Time and some money.  I think my way makes a

bigger impact then yours but that is just me. 

Live Long and prosper
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It's truly sad that these grossly overpaid athletes have to devote their valuable energy and focus to

matters outside of their sport.  The solution is to remember what their real job is and expend their efforts

to keep raking in the green (instead of kneeling on it).
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They get paid either way. I like this way better because they're richer than you and still piss you off. I

find that funny.
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They are actors that have millions of $$$$$$$
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When Black athletes protest, they’re doing emotional labor

Tuh.  Thankfully, I have a handy "labor"-saving device to avoid such nonsense:  a television remote

control.
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Yes, they're doing emotional labor. But are they doing intellectual labor? Is there any evidence that, in

police-citizen encounters, blacks are killed more often whites? 
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I've been scouring the WaPo comment section for you, ignorant despicable Deplorable and of course I

find you here (in the hood). You're pathetic, do you know that? I could debate you on the topic, but

that would mean I respect you as an American with a voice. Unfortunately, I do not. You are a

cockroach that needs to be crushed, and that's my only purpose here. You're done, it was a nice 4

yrs. But the America in 2021 will be far removed from your white power wet dream of today. You're a

fish, taken out of the water. Love seeing you flail as you gasp your last breath. As I kneel at the singing

of the Anthem, you go limp. 
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Well yes on average the police kill justified and unjustified about 1100

from that 200-300 are black. But are only 13% of the population. But you still have a better chance to

be hit by lightning Twice then be killed by the police. 
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You're 3.5 times more likely to be killed by cops if you're black, that's the stat you need to know.

But Deplorables don't respect stats, or science or facts. They want police to abuse blacks as a

form of control (sounds like you do too). Unfortunately, we aintdown with that. So we fix the system

or burn it down (either way works for me).
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There is a spectrum of them.  Some are pretty dumb

  Some are smart
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They ARE leaders. Far more than any of the enablers from the GOP. Looking forward to the time, after

November 3, when these athlete-leaders take their rightful place in our nation, our conversation, and our

future. Power.
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Maybe in the Twilight Zone. 
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Not your leader.  But for others
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